15 Benefits of the Rider Certification Program

WHY you ask, should I invest my time, effort, and money into this Rider
Certification program…?
Excellent question! Although, some learning benefits may come to mind, here is a
list of reasons that will help you decide if you are ready to open-up your stride to
jump greater heights to achieve clear rounds with a mount that is in top form
mentally, emotionally, and physically because of the keen knowledge and excellent
care YOU have devoted to your horse.
Participating in this engaging equestrian educational Rider Certification Program will….
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Increase your horse knowledge.
Provide you hands-on riding opportunities to demonstrate this knowledge so that you gain valuable riding
experience improving your riding.
Passing this course, provides you with a GLOBAL certification proving your knowledge and ability.
NOTE: This certification has currently been adopted by the United States Eventing Association (USEA) and
riders all over the world are currently taking this course!
Provide you opportunities to ride many different types of horses at various levels- that you do not have to own
or lease in order to ride.
Enable you to learn from top quality, experienced, and caring instructors who understand that developing
students with a solid foundation based first on the horse, creates better, well-rounded, riders long-term.
Provide you an opportunity to ride in front of, be assessed by, and receive feedback from Grand Prix level,
experienced, International Riders and Horse Trainers.
Make you eligible for invitation to specialty horse clinics, classes, horse shows,
and events that are ONLY available to riders’ who have passed courses in this
prestigious program- demonstrating your superior knowledge and ability.
Provide you access to Horse Mentors and mentorship opportunities with
reputable horse professionals in the equine industry.
Gain you greater access to scholarship and intern opportunities.
Grant you greater access to working student and job opportunities.
Give you quality resources and deliverables (handouts, aids, videos, and presentations) that you can keep and
always have on-hand to use.
Be something you will have to earn to achieve! It will not be easy. It is not a handout. You will have to know
your stuff and strut it too.
Be an experience you can take pride in achieving. This certification is meaningful! You have earned it!
Build your confidence in knowing that you are indeed a GREAT EQUESTRIAN.
Build your character and better prepare you for the real world and the workforce- accomplishing challenging
goals makes you better. Success is achieved from being willing to learn. From having failures, learning lessons
from them, and changing behavior. Those of us capable of facing a challenge, staying the course yet being
flexible enough to adapt when necessary are capable of improvement. This program is the equestrian triple
threat, improving your knowledge, skills, and ability.

BONUS:
Why stop at fifteen- this should be #1….
16. Fun with horses and horse friends! You will no doubt meet and make many new friends’ (horse and human)
along your journey, and horse friends are usually life-long friends!

